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About Us 
Think EXIM Think Innovation 

 

Q-Freight has created a niche platform for businesses who want to transform their existing Logistics digital 
ecosystems. The system can be accessed both on cloud & in SaaS modules. At this moment it is available only 
on Cloud based system. Different Business seeks different solution to overhaul their existing ecosystem & 
that’s where we have played a pivotal role by 
 
FIRST 
Assessing the needs of the ecosystem and building a comprehensive technology roadmap to create “Ease of 
Doing Business” 
  
SECOND 
Executing on that vision through iterative software design, development & implementation at cloud 
computing and software 
  
THIRD 
Maintaining and improvising the current platform for continuous future growth 
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Our Team 

Our team shall be an amalgamation of experts from their respective domains. Our team 
members will be from various backgrounds like Freight Forwarding, Manufacturing, ITeS, 
hardcore Software Development background, Customer Services background and Legal 
backgrounds.  
 
SME’s would manage the business on a day to day basis & assist the management in achieving 
the strategic goals as laid out from time to time. It is going to be a collective team of various 
stakeholders in the process as given below in the visual. 
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Our Global Reach 

We are head quartered out of New Delhi India & have our representative branch office in Mumbai. 
Gradually we plan to expand our footprint across all the major business hubs like Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Japan, Far East, SE Asia, Middle East & Africa, Europe, US & Canada, Latin America, 
Australasia in coming years of our operations.  
 
We aim to create a network with our data centres present at all the major business hubs & transit 
hubs. Our reach gets further enhanced because our systems are agile enough to be readily 
integrated to the local systems through EDI, API, SAP, OTM tools etc. as and when required. Our 
systems will readily connect Freight Forwarders, Shipping Lines, Airlines, IATA agent with the end 
Exporter or Importer like never before. 
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Opportunities 

In India, logistics startups majorly gained their foothold after the onset of the 
ecommerce industry. As players like Flipkart, Snapdeal, Amazon gave way to their in-
house logistics services, a number of startups started tapping other areas to support the 
existing supply chain solutions or to fill the gaps in the otherwise fragmented and 
unorganized Indian logistics industry & the difference is widely visible in the last 10 years.  
 
As per a June 2016 report by World Bank, India has jumped 19 places in the Global 
Logistics Performance Index, from 54 in 2014 to 35 in 2016. Not only this, recently, 
in November 2017, the government also gave Infrastructure status to logistics, clubbing it 
with transport which means that in near future Indian startups can sell their goods in 
global markets at much better competitive prices. 
 
“Legacy” LSPs and carriers are joining the game to avoid missing out on an opportunity to 
protect and promote their own networks and assets. DHL’s “Saloodo!”, “Drive4Schenker” 
and Damco’s “Twill”, Agility’s “Shipafreight” are just four current examples of new digital 
platforms from established providers. Simultaneously, innovative start-ups such as 
FreightHub, LoadFox and Cargonexx create lots of media buzz. They raise the bar 
technologically and challenge traditional LSPs in their core businesses. 
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Opportunities 

While goods transportation can come in many shapes, DFEs (Digital Freight Entities) 
have traditionally been focusing on Fragmented freight. That is because certain market 
characteristics favor the appearance of such platforms. For example: High 
fragmentation, i.e., a large number of service providers with comparable strength & 
High commoditization, i.e., a high degree of similarity among service offerings & High 
availability and flexibility of transport assets, e.g., in terms of their geographic 
deployment & Availability of appropriate infrastructures, specifically basic network 
structures and technology coverage & High demand for direct shipper-carrier 
engagement, i.e., commercial relationships with no intermediary & Low transport-chain 
complexities, i.e., simple point-to-point moves  
 
DFE potential in air- and ocean freight is more difficult to judge, as markets have a 
“global” logic and are much more volatile. Particularly, airfreight is highly price-sensitive, 
and hence, demand for spot shipments fluctuates as a reaction to changes in airfreight 
rates and cost of other transport modes – specifically ocean freight. For example, the 
introduction of slow-steaming initiatives and general rate increases (GRIs), bankruptcy 
of shipping lines (e.g., Hanjin) 
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Opportunities 

Considering that in airfreight, spot shipment shares are 35–50 percent, the global 
market potential for DFEs can be estimated at 35–50 million tons. In ocean freight, the 
spot business share can vary strongly by trade lane. While sometimes, it can be 20 
percent or lower, it can reach up to 60 percent in other cases. Conservatively assuming 
an average market share of 30 percent, the DFE potential in ocean freight (FCL) equals 
around 39 million TEUs. 
 
 
 

Global Transport market 
 
Air Global or intercontinental logic (Million tons p.a.): 42.5 
 
Sea/Ocean FCL Global or intercontinental logic (Million TEUs p.a.): 39.0 
 
Source: Eurostat, DSLV, DAT, US department of transportation, Aircargonews, DVZ, 
worldshipping, JOC, Arthur D. Little 
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Opportunities 

Players with the best future perspectives come from very different starting 
positions – comparison based on three “key  Differentiation dimensions” 
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Challenges 

Our Specific challenges are mainly because of  
 
- Lack of CAPEX investments 
- Lack of Proper in-house Team 
- Too much external dependency on outsourced IT team 
- Deliberate delays in executing time bound activities because of fund shortages 
- Lack of awareness amongst End Users (Customers) & Vendors alike 
- Too Many Players getting into this foray of Digital Freight 
 
Our Biggest Advantage: 
 
- No Platform caters to both Air & Sea Segments or Both Exports or Imports at a time 
- NEUTRAL eFreight Marketplace- Means we shall not control the Freight rates or influence 

the rates. The customer shall get the best pricing in any given Trade Lane 
- None of them actually facilitates VAS like Customs, Warehousing, Trucking, Special 

Equipment’s etc 
- Global Platforms like inttra.com are mostly on SaaS models, does not offer rate 

comparatives or any VAS except cargo booking through their portal 
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Where We Stand 

Our current position is here- 
 
- A Private Limited Co with 2 Directors & 2 Shareholders only 
- Just 1 Founder as active & 1 IT Team Member (Outsourced) who is active 
- The Portal & Process is designed & live 
- The VAS services are live 
- The Demo Bookings have been done & tested multiple times 
 
Our Future Requirements: 
 
- To Improve on the UI & UX Parts 
- To on-board Live Vendors (Mostly Freight Forwarders & Not S/Lines directly due to 

operational challenges at Port of Deliveries) 
- To set up our direct office & hire an in-house considerably great team 
- To Built a strong in-house Team 
- To consolidate with bigger platforms like inttra.com, IATA, FIATA, WPC 
- To engage extensively with Google, Microsoft, FB & other Social Media Platforms 
- To create world class Marketing campaigns & Awareness campaigns for Customers & 

Vendors alike 
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Contact Us 

Registered Office: 
179/9, Gauri Apartment, Flat No: 103, 1st Floor,  
Kishangarh, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110 070, India 

Contact No.:  
+91-11-4166 5299, +91 9999 005 379 

Email:   
info@q-freight.com  or ravi.jha@q-freight.com  
Web: https://www.q-freight.com 
 
Branch Office: Vashi, Navi Mumbai 
 
Over Seas Office: 
 
Japan Address: 13-12-3 Kuki Shi Yoshiba Saitama Ken 3460014 Japan 
 
 
 
 
     @CCQFreight                        @freight_q                         facebbok.com/CCQfreight     sjeximservices.wordpress.com    https://www.linkedin.com/in/q-freight-9b89b0128/ 

 
 

 
Created & Published by: 
Ravi Shekhar Jha 
Founder @ Q-Freight.com  
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